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of the Republic of Kazakhstan

In this paper, the author discussed the principles of insurance law, 
which are the basis to conduct insurance business in the Republic of Ka
zakhstan. Disclosed the principles of protection of property, the accumula
tion of public finances, reducing the risk of unexpected losses. There was 
also a system of principles of insurance activity. We used the works of for
eign authors: Baysalov SB, DL Baideldinov As scientific works of scientists 
of the Russian Federation: Krokhina Y.A., Alekseev S.S., Smirnov M.B., 
Denisova I.P., Shikhov A.K .
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Алим жа но ва М.Г.

Қа зақ стан Рес пуб ли ка сы ның 
сақ тан ды ру құ қы ғы ның  

не гіз гі қа ғи да ла ры

Бе ріл ген ма қа ла да ав тор Қа зақ стан Рес пуб ли ка сы ның сақ тан
ды ру қыз ме ті нің не гі зі бо лып та бы ла тын сақ тан ды ру құ қы ғы ның 
қа ғи да ла рын қа рас тыр ды. Мү лік ті қор ғау, қо ғам дық қар жы лар ды 
ак ку му ля циялау жә не көз дел ме ген шы ғын дар тәуеке лі қа ғи да ла ры 
қа рас ты рыл ған. Со ны мен қа тар,сақ тан ды ру қыз ме ті нің қа ғи да лар 
жүйесі көр се тіл ген.

Ма қа ла да отан дық ав тор лар дың ғы лы ми жұ мыс та ры қа рас ты
рыл ған: Бай са лов С.Б., Бай дель ди нов Д.Л. Со ны мен қа тар ма қа ла да 
РФ ға лым да ры ның ең бек те рі қол да ны лы ды: Кро хи на Ю.А., Алек сеев 
С.С., Смир но ва М.Б., Де ни со ва И.П., Ши хов А.К.

Түйін сөз дер: Сақ тан ды ру қыз ме ті нің қа ғи да ла ры, сақ тан ды ру 
құ қы ғы, сақ тан ды ру заң на ма сы.

Алим жа но ва М.Г.

Ос нов ные прин ци пы  
ст ра хо во го пра ва  

Рес пуб ли ки Ка за хс тан

В дан ной статье ав то ром расс мот ре ны прин ци пы ст ра хо во го 
пра ва, ко то рые яв ляют ся ос но вой осу ще ст вле ния ст ра хо вой дея
тель ности в Рес пуб ли ке Ка за хс тан. Раск ры ты прин ци пы за щи ты иму
ще ст ва, ак ку му ля ции об ще ст вен ных фи нан сов, умень ше ние рис ка 
неп ред ви ден ных по терь. Так же бы ла предс тав ле на сис те ма прин ци
пов ст ра хо вой дея тель ности. 

В ра бо те бы ли ис поль зо ва ны тру ды оте че ст вен ных ав то ров, как: 
Бай са лов С.Б., Бай дель ди нов Д.Л. Так же науч ные тру ды уче ных РФ: 
Кро хи на Ю.А., Алек сеев С.С., Смир но ва М.Б., Де ни со ва И.П., Ши
хов  А.К. 

Клю че вые сло ва: прин ци пы ст ра хо вой дея тель ности, ст ра хо вое 
пра во, ст ра хо вое за ко но да тель ст во.
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Insurance as a link of the financial system of the state carries out 
three interconnected functions:

1) Protection of property interests of public and private subjects. 
By means of implementation of insurance activity, the state has an 
opportunity to compensate the losses or the losses of other legal 
entities, which have resulted in unforeseen or adverse circumstances. 
Insurance represents the effective instrument of social policy 
implementation by the state;

2) Accumulation of public financial means at the expense of 
attraction of insurance premiums from other subjects. By realizing 
this function, the state accumulates and isolates additional financial 
funds;

3) Decrease in risk of unforeseen budgetary expenses [1, p.613].
The legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan, including the 

Law of RK on insurance activity, doesn’t contain the special norms 
stating the principles of legal regulation of insurance activity. 

We completely agree with a position of Professor Alekseev S. 
S. who notes that the principles of the law are the leading ideas, 
characterizing the content of the law, its essence. On the one hand, 
they express general norms of the law, and from another hand – 
represent most general norms which work in all spheres of legal 
regulation and extend on all subjects. These norms are directly 
formulated in the law, or brought out of the general sense of laws 
[2, p. 204].

In our opinion, any branch or institute of law, that is being 
expressed in the current legislation, has to have the principles of 
legal regulation consolidated at legislative level as from fixing of 
these principles legal regulation of the relations entering into a 
subject of this or that branch or institute of the law has to begin as 
a whole.

Scientists of each branch of the law paid separate attention to 
the essence and paramount value of the principles of the law of a 
particular branch. So, Smirnov O. V. when defining the principles 
of the labor law, specified that in essence the principles represent the 
main leading ideas, which concentrated on expressing the essence, 
the main properties, internal unity and development of rules of law 
within the law system, or its separate branches and other sets of 
norms [3, p. 45].

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF 
THE INSURANCE LAW 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF 

KAZAKHSTAN
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Professor Baysalov S. B. when investigating the 
principles in relation to the water law noted that the 
principles of the law are the main leading beginnings 
penetrating all institutes of the law. Concretized in 
various legal establishments, they predetermine the 
main content of the law and reflect to some extent in 
all their norms [4, p. 144].

Throughout this position professor Baydeldinov 
D. L. specified that the modern law of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan has the system of legal principles which 
enter into legal fabric of the existing public relations 
and the current legislation. These general principles 
find the specification and refraction in certain branches 
of the right and the legislation in which there are intra-
branch principles. The principles carry out a binding 
role for certain sets of norms of law, reflecting their 
essence and uniting them into an institute or branch 
of the law which corresponds to the isolated circle 
of the public relations, regulated according to the 
designated principle of the law [5, p. 25].

The principles of the law define ways of 
improvement of norms of law, acting as leading 
ideas for the legislator. They are a link between the 
main regularities of development and functioning 
of the society and the legal system. Thanks to 
the principles, the legal system adapts the major 
interests and needs of the person and society that is 
compatible to them [48, page 204].

Thus, in our opinion, the analysis of any legal 
system has to include research of the principles of 
this legal system. The modern jurisprudence rather 
fundamentally developed the general theory of legal 
principles. However this theory because of not to the 
clear reason for us didn’t find the reflection in the 
existing insurance legislation.

Due to specified, on the basis of the analysis of 
the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan, and 
also scientific development we will try to define the 
principles of the insurance law which, in our opinion, 
have to find reflection in separate special standards 
of the current law of RK about insurance. In the law 
theory, legal principles are subdivided on peculiar 
to the law as a whole (all-legal), to its separate 
branches (branch) or group of allied branches (sub-
branch) [2, p. 204].

Scientists in the field of the insurance law agreed 
to divide the principles of insurance into two groups 
depending on types of insurance – on the obligatory 
principles and the principles of voluntary insurance 
[6]. However, we won’t stop on consideration of 
all-legal principles and on the group principles 
depending on types of insurance, and we will stop 
on consideration of the general principles peculiar 
to directly insurance law.

Proceeding from the analysis of the Law RK 
on insurance activity, it is possible to define the 
following general principles of the insurance law:

1) insurance in the Republic of Kazakhstan is 
carried out on the basis of legislative regulation of 
legal bases of insurance, and also obligatory rules 
of insurance which are obligatory for subjects of 
insurance;

2) insurance in the Republic of Kazakhstan is 
carried out on the basis of state regulation of the 
insurance market and supervision of insurance 
activity; 

3) insurance in the Republic of Kazakhstan is 
carried out to ensure protection of the rights and 
legitimate interests of the insurers insured and 
beneficiaries;

4) principle of recoverability of insurance; 
5) principle of onerousness of the contract of 

insurance;
6) principle of integrity;
7) principle of limitation of terms of insurance.
The principle of implementation of insurance 

on the basis of legislative regulation means that the 
relations on insurance are regulated first of all by 
acts, for example, the Civil code of RK, the Law 
on insurance, laws on separate types of insurance. 
The provisions specified in these acts then find 
the expansion in accepted by authorized body 
subordinate normative acts. In the field of insurance 
we spoke about legislation structure earlier therefore 
we won’t repeat it here.

The principle of ensuring supervision of the 
insurance activity is defined in article 2 of the Law, in 
our opinion it means that the state, allowing existence 
of the relations on insurance, reserves the right of 
establishment of a rigid framework and regulation of 
these relations. Supervision for insurance activity is 
exercised by authorized body which is the National 
bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan is. According 
to subparagraph 2) article 49 of the Law RK about 
insurance definition of the principles of regulation 
of the insurance market, an order of the organization 
of supervision of insurance activity is assigned to 
National bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan [7].

The third general principle of the system of 
insurance in the Republic of Kazakhstan is the 
principle of ensuring protection of rights and 
legitimate interests of the insurers insured and 
beneficiaries. This principle means that the previous 
two general principles of insurance considered by 
us – legislative regulation of insurance activity and 
supervision and control of insurance, first of all, are 
aimed at protection of interests of subjects of the 
insurance market.
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The general principle of insurance which isn’t 
specified in the current legislation of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan, but follows from its contents, is 
the principle of recoverability. Speaking about the 
credit beginning of insurance, economists consider 
this principle as the principle of insurance or its 
specific sign according to which all mobilized by the 
insurer means in insurance fund of, being distributed 
in space and in time, come back to insurers (except 
for the sums withheld by the insurer for conducting 
business and receiving some profit).

So, I.P. Denisov, when opening a credit 
component of insurance, notes the following: 
«The closed relations between participants of the 
insurance connected with a solidary apportion of 
an amount of damage, are cause of recoverability 
of the means mobilized in insurance fund... In case 
of an extraordinary event all sum of insurance 
payments will return in the form of compensation 
of damage during the temporary period taken into 
consideration in the same territorial section. The 
sign of recoverability of money pulls together 
economic category of insurance with category of 
the credit [8, p. 8]. Therefore, the credit in insurance 
is expressed in not that the insurer returns money to 
the specific insurer, but that it returns to «community 
of insurers», grouped round this insurer. (This 
community of insurers still calls «association 
of insurers», «participants of insurance» or 
«participants of insurance fund») [9, p. 44].

The principle of onerousness of the insurance 
contract means that insurance is based on payments 
from the insurance fund of the insurer. If to 
speak about this principle, any insurance – either 
obligatory or voluntary – is paid. Free insurance 
can’t exist. The principle of onerousness is an 
economic basis of the insurance relations, at the 
expense of existence of the certain money providing 
realization of those functions which insurance is 
urged to carry out. I.I. Stepanov noted that insurance 
assumes means, in advance and specially intended 
for a deviation of consequences of misfortune, 
unlike simple savings in the case of monetary need. 
Insurance is an independent economic activity 
which is expressed in savings, specially intended for 
a deviation of possible destruction of values from 
casual misfortune [10, p. 14]. From the subjective 
side the principle of onerousness means the will of 
the interested person in a deviation from itself in the 
future of negative property consequences which can 
comprehend it. Therefore at emergence of desire to 
avert from itself negative property consequences 
the interested person addresses to other person – to 

insurance company. As the desire of the person is 
connected with receiving of money, in the future, 
or other property, it’s possible to realize this desire 
only by certain expenses, i.e. investments for the 
future.

Transferring certain money in the form of 
contributions to the insurance company, the 
interested person creates a certain property stock for 
himself in the future. First, this person saves money 
in advance in case of approach of any misfortunes, 
and, secondly, it in this regard has a right to demand 
from insurance company the compensation of 
the losses which emerged as a result of accidents. 
Therefore without an initial investment of money 
the interested person won’t have an opportunity to 
satisfy the eventual requirements. The principle of 
onerousness is based on it [11].

Other general principle of insurance is the 
principle of integrity. In this matter we agree 
with Khudyakov A.I. position, which objects 
to recognition of the insurance relations as the 
fiducial (personal and confidential) relations. 
Thus, Khudyakov A.I. suggests distinguishing the 
principle of the highest trust from the principle of 
the highest integrity which is really consolidated by 
the insurance legislation [9, page 205].

Explaining the principle of the highest integrity, 
David Bland writes: «All business operations 
have to be made with observance of the principle 
of integrity, otherwise, there should be neither 
deception, nor intention to deceive... Insurance 
operations differ from other operation becausein 
that kind of operations only one person knows 
everything concerning that «thing» which is insured. 
This person asks to insure something and to report 
his duty about all facts to the insurer. The principle 
which has to be observed during the insurance 
procedure is the principle of the highest integrity 
and therefore the insurer must be reported about any 
defects of an insured subject» [10, p. 43-44].

In the most general view, the principle of the 
highest integrity means that the insurer has to treat 
object of insurance as if he wasn’t insured. As for 
information, which the insured has to tell to the 
insurer in the course of the conclusion of the contract, 
this principle obliges it to report everything that he 
knows or has to be known [9, p. 265].

The principle of limitation of terms of insurance 
is connected with period of validity of the insurance 
contract. Despite the type of insurance, obligatory 
or voluntary, contract terms of insurance are always 
limited to a certain temporary framework. Therefore, 
any insurance is limited to the insurance terms.
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